











By Crista E. 
Hardie
 
Daily adr writer 
The Associated Students may 
have gotten more than it bargained 
for when the council chambers were 
opened to campus groups to discuss 
the future of IRA and A.S. funds. 
A.S.
 President Nicole Launder 
and Director of 
California
 State 





several IRA funded programs voiced 
anger over the 
A.S.  decision to with-
draw funds from IRA programs. 




cent of A.S. money has 
gone into 
funding IRA programs, in addition to 
the money IRA fees raised. 
Last May the students voted to 
increase IRA fees to $20. Since those 
fees have brought
 in more revenue 
than ever 
before,  the A.S. passed a 
resolution to withdraw
 their 30 per-
cent to 
use in the other areas it 
tradi-
tionally has funded. 
A 







me that the AS. is 
being
 extremely arrogant by going 
against what the 
major  feeling on this 











Salma.ssian  of KSJS. 
Launder said the AS. fees and the 
IRA fees are independent of each 
other and should have remained sep-
arate from the 
beginning. 
Executive Order 429,
 issued by 
the chancellor in 1983, states that 
"The Associated
 Students are not 
expected to provide 
support for 
instructionally related activities on a 





 may, at their discretion,
 sup-
port individual 
instructionally  related 
Projects." 
Launder said 
the A.S. funds are 
intended
 for specific service oriented 









 services that 
are not usually part of the educational 
function of the university. 




 which enhance the 
See 
IRA,
 Back Page 
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PUT AWAY 
Spartan middle blocker Leslie Page rockets the ball past 
Fresno State's middle hitter Kiel Murray
 with a right-handed 
iJny 
Guueir hilly staff photograi4it r 
smash Tuesday
 night at the Event Center.
 It was the 
Spartan's  final home game of 











By Darcie D. Johnson 
Daily staff wnter 
The  fire 
code  strikes again. 
In the midst 
of
 plans to improve 




fire codes, the Student 
Union Board
 of Directors is faced 
with the redesigning of the "cat 
scratch" 
area, which also does not 
meet the updated code. 
"This is a small part of a much 
larger project," said 
Ron  Barrett, exec-
utive 




Allan M. Walter 
and Associates
 of San Jose, who 
have 
been hired by SUBOD
 to plan the 
retrofitting
 of the atrium,
 informed 
SUBOD's 
House  Committee last 
week that the cat scratch 
area  on the 
third floor does not meet the updated 
code. 
The cat scratch 
room  lacks one -
hour fire 




up to one hour. The 
walls should be in all 
areas facing the 
atrium to 
contain  the spread of 
fire, 
according to Blair 




Associates  proposed 
two options to fix the
 deficiencies. 
The first option.  
SKI,
 entails replac-
ing existing walls 
with
 fire -proof 
walls. 
This





building  a wall with 
a door in 
it. This plan costs 
an estimated 
$2,600. Rob  
Kolar,  chairman of the 






SK2 primarily because 
of the cost. 
A 
motion  was passed in Thesday's 
regular SUBOD
 meeting to ensure 
that if SK 2 is 




student use and 
will  not be taken for 
faculty
 office space or 
a meeting 
room. 
"It  is unfortunate that 
open  space is 
going 
to be eliminated merely because 
of the fire code," 
SUBOD  member 
Yogi Chugh said. 
The board 
members  also discussed
 
expanding the adjacent 
music listen-
ing room. They then put the discus-
sion on 
hold  until the architect could 
respond to how 
feasible  the idea 
would  be. 
The area is 






because in the 
'70s a car-
peted 
crawl -area filled the space that 
resembled a prop on which cats sharp-
en their claws.
 It was torn down fol-
lowing a fire and replaced with lounge 
furniture. It has since become a fairly 
popular place for students, according 
Whitney. 
In the summer of 1990, the
 state 
fire marshall inspected the Student 
Union and concluded that its ability to 
get smoke out of the center atrium 
was not sufficient.
 Now the building is  
waiting for several projects o correct 
the problem, 
according  to Barrett. 
"Changes are going to cost us 
a lot 
of 
money arid a lot of time," Barrett 
said. 
The cost of the additional work 
will be added
 to the $391,0(X) total 
expected expense. The project is cur-
rently in its second phase. The board 
spent 
$17,000
 in the first step to find 
what options they had in the 
retrofitting. 
SUBOD allocated $34,000 on Oct 
22 for the current phase to draw up 
plans of what will be changed. The 
construction phase, which is the final 
step, is estimated
 to cost $340,000. 
Construction
 is 
expected to start dur-












By Emma Burgess 
Dady staff writer 
When SJSU student Marcia Lepler 
stepped onto the South Campus shut-
tle bus that 
would  arrive at her 
car 
parked in the open lot on Seventh 
Street, she was in for a surprise.
 
The bus driver wasn't either one of 
the two drivers she was accustomed to 




 sat behind 
the wheel. 
Lepler 
didn't know the scene was a 
skit 
put on by seven SJSU  
sociology  
students, including one phony bus 
driver named Troy Bafluelos, 
who was 
actually drinking root beer in a beer 
glass.
 
A group from Robert Gliner's 
Sociology 80 class designed the plan 
as a group project dealing with social 
problems.
 
So, with the topic of drunk driving, 
they decided to use a scare tactic  
they would let SJSU 
students know 
what it feels like 
to
 get in a vehicle 




"I've always wanted to be a bus 
driver," 




cap and Oakley 
sunglasses.  
On the 
floor by the entrance
 to the 
bus was an opened 
12 -pack. Lepler, a 
junior
 in photojournalism, saw it clear-
ly as she entered the 
bus. 
But  she walked on in and sat down 
in the seat
 behind the 
driver.
 Then she 
glanced 
around
 as if to see if 
anyone 
else had seen what she had. 
Soon Lepler caught
 the attention of 
Liza  Camarillo, another 
student on the 
bus 
who also seemed
 upset by the 
sit  -
nation. Camarillo began to voice
 her
 
concerns to the driver. She and 
Bafluelos  were two of the seven soci-
ology 




said, "I think 
you should not be drinking 
when 
you're driving a bus full of people." 
Bafluelos replied that he thought he 
had been doing 
a fine job so far. 




With that she got off 
the bus and said she was 
going  to wait 
for another. After a 
few moments she 
left 
for the University Police to 
com-
plain, she later 
explained. Frank 
Giacomelli,
 a junior in sociology, (also 
in on the plan) 
was  quick on his feet to 
stop 
her  and tell her 
what
 was going 
on. 
He said that she was so 
mad  she 
still didn't care, and was going to 
complain anyway. But instead 
she got 










 human performance, would 
get on the bus, 
explain
 the group's 
purpose and hand out pamphlets with 
information and statistics on drunk -
driving related deaths.
 
Lepler reacted to the skit in the 
strongest way. Most other students just 
gave each 
other odd looks and giggled 
a 
bit.  
The buses weren't very 
crowded  so 
the seven sociology students planted 
on the bus sometimes outnumbered 
the students not in on the 
plan. "The 
end of the 
semesters
 generally go 
down hill" in numbers said Steve 
Blaylock, the regular 
driver  of bus 19. 
The 
sociology  students, pretending 
to be upset by the 
phony  driver,
 were 
also more outspoken than the others. 
On one of the first buses the sociology 




Said Pat Wittrock, a junior in occu-
pational therapy, "I knew 
something  
was 
fishy   (Camarillo) was overact-
ing. But their point WAS good." 
It was obvious that passengers had 
a lot of faith in the regular
 bus driver, 
Blaylock. "I didn't believe Steve 
would stand there
 and let someone 
who 
was drinking drive
 the bus," 
Wittrock said. Blaylock had been 
standing by the street vender the
 first
 
time. Ile later moved out of sight so 
that 
passengers  wouldn't he as confi-
dent. 
Joan Burke, a sophomore in broad-
cast 
journalism,
 said she was not
 con 
vinced, although she verbalized 
other-
wise when she first got on the bus. She 
threatened to get 
on
 another bus, and 
said 
she couldn't believe 
someone
 was 
going to drive the bus drunk. 
But  she later said she thought that 
Bafluelos was just a drunk person
 who 







vender, she believed that "when
 ii 
came
 time to go.  Steve would 
throw  
him ofl ." 
The other regular bus driver, 
Nadine Koller, said "I think it's a great 








 driver had 
gotten 
off and she drove the passengers to 
their destination, she had a cup of cof-
fee with her, One of the passengers 
asked if there were something alco-







Presidential  Search 
Advisory
 Committee 
decided  on the 





order  to understand the 
needs  
and personality 
of the university, 
Charles B. Neff,
 vice president or 
the 
Presidential  Search Consultation 
Service,
 talked to 131 
students, fac-
ulty
 and staff 
on
 and off 
campus  
Monday
 and Tuesday. Neff then 
presented
 the COMIrlitlee 
with a draft 
copy of 




















 captured the 
essence  of the 
university












to the draft 
included  
rewording
 it to say the
 president 
should
 be a strong 
fiscal  leader, be 
prepared to function 
in
 a collective 
bargaining 
environment,








 Division IA 
athlet-
ics. 
Because  of the number of 
absences the meeting was informal 
so the decisions made









be an open forum 
held
 Dec. 4 from II am.
 to 1 p.m. 
on campus so 
students,  staff and 
faculty will be 
able  to give their 
input,
 according to Gorenberg. 
"We need
 a president that
 
doesn't sec the 
university  as a step-
ping stone to a prestigious 
universi-
ty," 
said  Political Science Professor
 
Roy 
Young.  "A president 
needs to 




copy will be made
 
available to students,
 staff and facul-
ty sometime 
before  the open forum. 
The committee
 plans to go over 
applicants'
 resumes in January 
and  
hold interviews

















early  Monday 
morning trip 
to 7 -Eleven 
for four resi-
dence hall 
residents  ended 
with a sore 
















injuries  as a 
result  of 




had  approached 
Page and three 





 and three other




 near the 7-11
 at Sixth and 
San  Fernando 






out  of the
 car, the first 
thing  was 
that 
they started 
talking  mess with my 






 look iii' It


























































 City Hall 
after 























white  boy, what up? Do 




 said that the four
 suspects continued 
to harass Page 
and his friends as they 




 kept saying, 'It's nothing',"
 Page said. 
Page then 
noticed that the beating 
suspect  and a friend 
started following him,
 and when Page 
turned
 around, he 
was hit in 
the  mouth. 
"I was thrown







 the incident, 
Page
 and his friends











 listed as a hate 











the  one suspect of 







































In a speech on 




Lowenthal  gave many
 
examples
 of self -censorship
 including 
it IMMO written 






 tie ss 
paper.  
" Ihere 
definitely  is corporate cm-
irship  
of news and corp 
irate  compli-
ancy w th govern 
intent en sorsh p,'' 
Lowenthal
 read front the
 lam° "I ast 
I ill 















Noregia.  The 
column  was 
killed 
bexause
 it leaked to 
cormaa. exccu-
The members 
define  self -censor-
ship as the 











-reporting,  or self 
censorship  
which pr  
it
 






happening in its soci-
ety. 





a way to inform 
the  public of stories
 
overlooked
 by the press
 and 
to prod 










that affect our lives. 
Each
 year, about 
20







that. (X)  stones














to a panel 
of 











and  Noam 
('homsky,
 take











 and then 
publish  the 
findings.
 































































enjoy  it. 
That 





















 ROTC off 
their  
campuses.
 SJSU still embraces the 
program 
despite












if you listen to 
the  flaks, it isn't 
ROTC's 






 obeying the 


































 be honest, 













 take time out 
of their studies
 
and lives. They'd 
rather  graduate and 
head for pinker pastures than demand 
justice, it seems. 
Our Academic
 Senate vaguely issued 
a proclamation last semester that said, 
essentially, "Gee, we sure wish the 
ROTC 
program weren't bigoted. 
Wouldn't that be swell?" It doesn't seem 
to keep anyone awake nights 
knowing 













 to be 



















 of the 
program
 art saying 
students  want 
the
 ROTC on 
campus   
they live for 





 are crying 
foul  
naturally. 











 to watch 







 give his 
impassioned  plea 
to 
save the program. 












 he faced 




 the Chico 
State 
faculty  senate. 
Let's get 
this  straight 
 We owe 
you 
the freedom to 














 on the 
subject
 last 
semester, coming out on the side of 
ROTC. 
It seems that 
ROTC
 supplies a steady 
flow of the all-powerful
 green
 to SJSU. 
As we have all learned by now, the 
university administration
 is willing to 
sacrifice anything  even 
human 
decency  if it means
 a little more cash. 
Whoa, the echo
 is deafening. Is there 




Ted R. Cotnerford 
Duke's loss wins relief 
Very
 early on Sunday 
morning, while I was 
standing on the corner of 
14th Street and
 Fifth Avenue 
in Manhattan,
 noshing on a 
fresh  bagel with cream cheese
 and 




had ever seen in my 
entire hfe.The cover of the New 
York 
Times said, "DUKE LOSES TO 
EDWARDS IN LANDSLIDE." 
I read 
the article three times 
just to 
make sure that! drank in 
every drop of 






 such amazement. I 
would  
now not have to 
move to the Netherlands.
 
Fleeing the
 United States as a 
political  
refugee
 would no longer 
be necessary, 










run as just an aberration
 typical of the 
bayou country,
 Duke was a very 
serious
 
candidate. Duke and 
his supporters did 
not suffer 
delusions
 from eating too 
many spicy crayfish. Theirs was a 
well 
thought-out 




Just the fact that he 
made it into the 
run-off 
should
 have scared the bejesus
 
out




 his concession 
speech, 
Duke




 would reclaim its 
heritage and 
tradition and assert its 
rights.




Could he be saying that white Anglo 
Saxon protestant male bible -nazis 
will 
eliminate the rights 
of
 those of us who do 
not fall neatly 
into those categories? 
That's what 
I hear. 
The scariest pert about what Duke is 
saying is that he's not the
 only one 
saying it. There are many 
here in the 
United States who agree with David 
Duke's rhetoric regarding what to do 
about the "social sponges" (welfare 
recipients, 
etc.)  of our country, and they 
are becoming more vocal every day. 
There
 are also many who agree with 
him in Europe, especially in Germany.
 
Random and planned violence
 against 
immigrants in Germany by neo-Nazis is 
becoming  commonplace. It is  not yet 
widely 
accepted by the citizenry, but the 
government is doing little or nothing 
about  it. 
Although  the 
Republican  Party 
officially  denounced Duke as a racist and 
a nut, it is the major political party that 
holds views not so far removed from 
Duke's.  
Duke
 quoted George Bush several 
times during his campaign. 
He also used 
much of George Bush's 1988 
presidential  
campaign
 rhetoric as well as 
Rcagan's  




looks  at and listens closely to 
President  George Bush and his Chief of 
Staff John Sununu and their views
 and 
politics,
 one cannot help but see and hear 
David Duke,
 The White House's 
actions  
speak much more 
loudly  than its words. 
In 




 Wilson's veto of Assembly
 Bill 101 
(the
 lesbian and gay employment rights 




 ever wanted to live at 1600 
Pennsylvania 
Ave.
 he had better veto AB 
101. Wilson 
has been notorious for 
working
 for his next office 
before  getting 
his feet 
wet in the one he presently 
occupies. 
Both the Reagan and Bush 
administrations have had abhorrent 
civil/human rights records. Maybe 
David 
Duke is the consummate  
Republican. 
Maybe he 
finally added some integrity
 
and authenticity to the Republican Party. 
Maybe he 
finally  told the truth about
 
where the
 Republicans really 
would  
stand if they could get away 
with
 it. 
In any case, 
I am ecstatic that I don't 
have to 
move
 to the Netherlands,
 at least 
for 
now. 
Ted R. Comerford's 






 I).ttly  
LETTERS TO 
THE  EDITOR 




like to respond to some of the 
allegations directed toward the Associated 
Students 
Board of Directors' decision to pull 
IRA 
funding
 from the A.S. budget. 
First of all, let us clarify the difference 
between Instructionally Related 
Activities  
and the Associated Students. IRA refers to 




student  involved receives cred-
it toward graduation. Students pay a separate 
fee toward IRA which, after the special elec-
tion last Spring, is currently $20 a 
semester. 
After the guaranteed amount is given to 
athletics, these other groups now have 
$469,880 to be allocated to them. This is a 
considerable increase from the $163,518 that 





a body that represents  30,000 SJSU students, 
offering services and programs to best suit 
the needs
 of all students, not just students 
enrolled  in a program that is Instructionally 
Related. Students pay $18 a semester for 
A.S. fees. As it currently stands, the 
Associated Students automatically turns over 
almost $6 of this to IRA groups. So, in reali-
ty, 
30,000  students at San Jose State are pay-
ing 
almost $52 a year to support these 
groups, which leaves the Associated 
Students to represent the other 
27,000  stu-
dents with only $24 a year. Logical? 
So, what does the Associated Students 
plan to do with this 
money?  Opening a travel 
agency was not even an idea offered by a 
member of 
the current Board. 
There are, however, a million things that 
A.S. could do with this money to a) better 
serve the entire population of SJSU, and to 
b) provide additional 
programming and ser-
vices that reach out to students who do not 
currently take advantage 
of
 their IRA fees or 
their Associated Students fees. The A.S. 
hasn't done any of these things because they 
haven't had the funding. 
Programs that reach out to night students, 
more effective advertising of elections 
and  
election reforms, an automatic base  fund to 
all campus clubs 
and groups and the expan-
sion of the services offered in 
the Business 
Office are just some ideas for the 
expendi-
tures 
of these additional funds.
 
The Associated Students 
was never 
meant to fund IRA groups; that is why there 
is a separate IRA 
fee.  It may not have been 
in the A.S. Board of Directors' bust interest 
to handle the 
situation in the manner that 
they did, but you can bet that they had the 
best interest of the entire student body in 
mind when 
they did it. 
Nicole 
Anderson 





We would like to express our sincere 
thanks for
 your superb front-page coverage 
of an important event in the gay and lesbian 
community.  
On Nov. 12, 
OUTRAGE organized a 
protest in Saratoga at the home of Donald 
and Sally Lucas, where a benefit 
cocktail  
party for Gov. Pete Wilson was taking 
place.  
More than 150 
people,  representing OUT-
RAGE and other gay community 
groups,  
were present to express
 our anger at the 
Governor's  cowardly veto of AB 101, the 
gay and lesbian civil rights bill. 
The 
photos  on the front page of the 
Spartan Daily 
on Nov.  14 
were 
wonderful.  
We appreciate your courage and integnty in 
printing a picture of two men kissing. Many 
thanks to photographer 
Tim Berger. 
The accompanying story 
was  also quite 
thorough, and 
clearly
 showed the involve-
ment of SJSU students in the 
event.  Thanks 
to Angela 
Hill  for her 
well-chosen
 quotes 
and  accurate reporting. 
We are quite pleased 
to
 see that the 
Spartan 
Daily  is providing good
 coverage of 
events  in the gay, lesbian and 
bisexual com-










lam  writing to compliment on the excel-
lent job you did covering Lesbian and Gay 







This letter is in 
reference  to the article 
about the Disabled Student Services. 
As
 a disabled student, I find it dishearten-
ing to 
have  someone in a leadership role that 
is 
complacent.  Department heads
 and com-
mittee members are charged 
with  the respon-
sibility of improving and 
changing  the sys-
tem. Someone in this 
position is responsible 
for meeting the needs of the group he or she 
represents. If the needs are
 not being met, 
then this person must
 initiate ways to meet 
the needs within budgetary constraints.
 
The person in a 
leadership  position would 
not
 
be the caretaker of the status quo. As a 
disabled student,
 I heard that the director ot 
DSS 








Braille."  Shouldn't 
a director of a 
department know if 
the university is in com-
pliance? 
One favorite 
saying  I hear from 
the direc-
tor is "This
 is not a perfect
 world." If the
 
movers and 
shakers  of society 
felt  this way, 
women 
may  not have 
been
 given the 
right  to 
vote, or the 
Civil Rights Act 
would  not have 
passed  and 
affirmative
 action 





not  have happened







 and said 
"This is 













The Spartan Daily 
devotes
 page two Monday through 
Friday to 
opinions from the 
Daily staff and community. 





 contribute opinions. 
Turn  letters and opinions into the
 Letters to the Editor box in 
the 
Spartan
 Daily newsroom, WLN 





 mailed to the 
Forum Editor, the Spartan 
Daily,  department of mass 
communications,  San Jose State University, 
San Jose, CA 95192-0149. 
When submitting articles, please 
include:  your name, phone num-
ber, address, class standing 
and major (if a student). Articles 
can be 
submitted on a 3.5
-inch disc with Microsoft Word. 
Don't 
send us 
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Spartatuide is a daily 
calendar  available to SJSU 
students, faculty and staff




 5 p.m. two days 
before  publication. 
Forms
 are available 
at the 















 Morns Dailey 
Auditorium; Break the fast banquet, 
7:30 p.m., 
Dining










Meeting, 5 p.m., 
CUB







p.m.,  2nd (loot 
lounge  fru 
JWFI, call 
924-8810.  
A.I..E.R.I.: Rap session on 
"Boys  in 
the Hood" movie. 6 p
 
in , W1,C 
(LOP  
tutorial  area), call 924-2591. 
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Meeting 
with speaker: A.C. Tam. IBM 













Room.  924-8517. 
STUDENT HEALTH 
SERVICES:
 Breast health seminar. 
noon, 1:113 
208,  call 924-6119. 
CAREER 
PLANNING  Fit 
PLACEMENT:
 Marketing your IT 
degree, 12:30 p.m 










 730 p.m., MUS 





SOCIETY:  Great American 
Smokeout 1991, 
all  day long, 12:01 
a.m., all OVCT campus, call 924-6119. 
PROJECT PHONIX:
 Silent art 










SHOW:  "Pillow talk".
 A special 
preview 
for Tuesday, Nov. 26, free 
food, 6 p.m., 6:30 p.m., 7 
p.m. & 7:30 

























Daily  gaff 
WIWI 
New staffs have
 been chosen for











 Daily and 









managerial  experience. She 
managed  a manufac-
turing company 
in
 Sunnyvale prior to 
being  a 
reporter for the Daily. She is a 
journalism  major and 
is 






 every part of the paper and want 
to 
learn  
about the business and see what it's all about," Hill 
said. "I enjoy reporting and interviewing, and  like to 
he where the
 action is." 




 you must be able to 




Executive Editor Brooke 
Shelby  
Biggs 
said. "You must have strong convictions and good 
news  judgement as well." 
Hill
 said she would like to someday be a reporter 
for a major metropolitan newspaper.
 
Hill was selected to her new position
 by a vote of 
the current reporters and editors, as well as by a 




"I'm really looking forward to next semester. I 
feel we have a good crew with 
lots of strong writing 
skills, ideas and enthusiasm," Hill said. 
Next semester, Hill plans to initiate 
changes  in 
the Daily. She intends to broaden the scope of the 
paper to appeal 
more  to the diverse student txxly at 
SJSU.
 
She also plans to expand the daily's coverage 
of 
environmental issues, funher develop the weekly 
CenterStage entertainment tab and devote more cov-
erage to multi -cultural
 events and concerns on cam-
pus. 
Ball is a marketing 
major  and an advertising 
minor and is 





 present  in the 
banking  
industry today. 
NASA  space 
shuttles  arc 
destroying the 
ozone  layer. The solid 
fuel that
 the shuttles use 
release  
between 75 
and  250 tons of 
hydrochloric









 about the Panama 
invasion 
were  false. Not only were 
the facts 
about  the military death toll 
wrung,
 
but after the invasion, it was 







under-reported story was the lack of 
skepticism by the media during the 
build-up before the war in Iraq. 
Lowenthal recommended watch-
ing television with skepticism, and to 
read
 more than the mainstream 
media.  
"Don't rely on a newscast for 
information," he said. "Get publica-
tions from 
the left side the middle 
and the right. Then 
you can get a 
range of 
opinions  on a story." 
Angela Hill 
Before assuming the 
downtown  manager position 
for the daily this semester, she was an account exec-
utive for the Princeton Plaza
 Shopping Center. She 
worked on budgets and media selection as well as 
organized and 
supervised  the business and creative 
deparunents. 
As downtown manager 
tor  the Daily, she man-
aged three
 other account executives and was respon-
sible for the downtown advertising section of the 
paper 
every  Tuesday.




tising sales while on the daily. 
Ball was appointed to the 
advertising  director 
position by the advertising adviser, lack Quinton. 
Her selection 
was based on her previous work expe-
Michele Ball 
nence as well as her performance as downtown 
manager
 this semester. 
"She has a lot of maturity and management abili-
ty and interacts well with 
the
 class," Quinton 
said. 
"She has showed leadership ability and was
 the per-
son with the best qualifications for the position." 
"Next semester, 1 
would  like to increase the com-
munication hem cell the ads crusIng stall and niain-
taai  the current status
 
of the advertising department." 
Ball 
said. 
After graduation. Ball would like to work
 
or The 
Mercury News as an account executive 
and eventu-
ally she would like to move to Santa Barbara and 
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November  23rd & 
24th 
9:30am to 4pm 
1990-1991  Ski 
Inventory  
























gets 100 -year term
 
PHILIPPI, W.Va. 










 to 100 years 
in prison. 
Circuit Judge John 
Waters said 
Roger Smith, 31, violated the sanctity 
of Faithway
 Baptist Church in the 
June 1990 holdup. 
Waters also cited 
Smith's  criminal 
record, which includes convictions for 
hank robbery,
 breaking and entering 
and burglary, 
and  the fact that the rob-
bery occurred on 
Father's  Day. 
Arthur
 Weidlich, 21, was 
convicted  
Smith, who pleaded guilty to one 
of being an accessory. He 
hasn't been 
count of armed robbery,













ordered  the 
congregation  to the 
floor  and had a 
church member 




charged  with 
23 counts of armed 
robbery,  one for 
each 
parishioner  robbed, Morris
 said. 
HONDA 
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 15 bus 
lines
 stopping
 within a 5 
minute 
walk  to 
campus, there
 is a good chance that you 
could
 
get to school 
without




 give it a try? 
To get started
 call 924-5467, or visit us in 
WSQ  115. 




Your  alternative 
transportation  solution
 
'1 unded ha, the 











 San lose State 
Universit.t




























 the season against the 
St. 
Mary's Gaels
 at the Event Center
 
Tuesday night. 
Although  the team did 
not put up 
as good a fight as they did
 
against nationally -ranked
 Long Beach 
State, they managed to out-play the 
Gaels by scores 
of 9-15, 15-13, 
13-15
 and 6-15. 
Neither team played good volley-
ball last
 night, but the Gaels, who are 
ranked 
last in the West Coast 
Conference, kept the score close by 
playing
 good defense. 
"As a team we could have played 
better," senior middle blocker Leslie 
Page said. 














 a soccer fan can be 
tough. There are never 
any games on non -cable
 
TV., rarely anything in 
newspapers
 (except the 
Merc's monthly 
report)
 and once 




short  blurb about the 




the  mass media market 
continues
 to ignore soccer because 
it's 
just not as popular 
as 
sledgehammer tossing, there is one 
market that welcomes 
soccer  into 
its ranks with hearty high -fives. 
Sit down in front of a monitor 
and get a fix of corner kicks, fouls, 
slide tackles and, of course, goals. 
Every 
major system in the 
computer and video game industry 
has a soccer game program, from 
indoor to street soccer
 to the World 
Cup. 
What a double whammy for this 
soccer  
fanatic,
 for gaming 
happens  
to be my profession.
 
I can fill in 
the 
void of coverage on T.V. with my 
own hard-fought battles on 
the 
pitch. The Sega Genesis 16 -bit 
video game 
is my system of choice, 
and there is 
currently  one soccer 
simulation available. 
"World 
Championship  Soccer" 
allows you to choose a team from a 
short list of countries in 
Europe,
 
South America, Asia or North 
America.  Once the team has been 
selected, the gamer can choose 
starters from a list of players ranked 
by skill, speed, endurance and 
shot  
strength. 
The game takes a view 
of the 
field from above, creating 
an
 aura 
of realism that many other sports 
games for the
 
Genesis thrive on. If 
you don't watch out, you may end 




 soccer looks great, 
sounds great, plays great but 
it's not the most enjoyable 
soccer game available. Call 
me 
crazy,
 but the most fun in a 
soccer video game can only be 
found in a dark corner 
at Golfland 
or by pulling that Atari 2600 VCS 
out of the basement. 
"Pele's Soccer" was an attempt 
at an arcade -style soccer game and 
it worked, considering it was at one 
time a popular table -top coin -
operated game. Pele never played 
indoor soccer, but Atari used his 
name anyway to promote this 
game 
where the ball bounced
 off the 
walls of the playing field. 
There are as many as four 
different
 soccer games compatible 
with the IBM, but there
 is one that 
captures the sport from
 the vantage 
point of the team 
owner.  
Mindscape's "Sporttime Soccer" 
lets you play owner, coach and 
player of a 
team in the United 
States or England. 
Teams  advance divisions 
similar
 
to the English method and pick up 
money to 
buy,  trade or train players 
during the season 
or
 during the off-
season. Players age with each 
season that 
passes,  rookies are 
recruited and, 
frustratingly,  players' 
seasons can  
end with injuries. 
Only two possible players can be 
controlled 
in
 "Sporttime Soccer," 
either the 
goalkeeper
 or center 
forward, but this is 
made up for in 
the 
realistic interaction
 from the 
team's front
 desk. 
Strolling  down the 
aisles
 at any 
software 























 the Cup. 
Corey Tresidder's





Although the Spartans did not play 
well as a team, there were a few team 
members who hustled on 
the court to 
bring the 
team  to victory.  
"Shane Donellon played a 
very 
strong game
 due to some serious 
defense 




Donellon had a total of 
II
 
kills  for 
the game. 










 her power hitting. 
Junior setter 
Jennifer
 Liston was 
dispersing the ball around the
 court 
very well. 







 to play real 




Corbett'  said. "Jennifer  did a  




are  now 11-13 over-
all. Last night's game 
against  the 
Gaels did not
 count as a conference
 
win for the Spanans
 because the Gaels 
are in 
die WCC. The Gaels
 are K-21 
overall. 
The Spartans have 
two regular sea-
son 
matches  remaining, at Cal State 
Fullerton on Friday 
and at UC Santa 
Barbara on Saturday. 
PLANNING A TRIP?
 
A short walk could save
 you lots of mone% 


























 preparing your erm 
papers 
and reports. Show




 binding at Kinko's. 
r5 o cy. Off 
All Binding Orders
-1 
One coupon per customer 
Not
 valid 
with an  other 







the copy center 
V\I ' MC) 
VEIT) 
93 E. San Carlos (Across from McDonald's) 295-4336 
L       J 























 Tire Rotation 
(4 Wheels) 
1  Dram Old Oil 
 
Install  New 011 Filter
 
 Add up to 5 Ots 
Premium  Multi-



































 or Drums 
 Inspect 
Hydraulic  Systems 
 Repack Wheel 
Bearings  
 





























Additional pans & labor often 
needed  at substantial
 extra
 cost 
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Offers good
 on r,st cars Nor 




















San  Jose 




OPEN 7 30 AM EVENINGS






 to cam a bid 
into the 32 -team 
NCAA
 tournament, but 
they







In order for the Symms to 
defeat  
their 
next two opponents, they 
must  
play much 




against  SE Mary's. 
Coach  Corbett' does not sound too 
optimistic about the
 next two games 








"Alter a match like tonight, it's real 
hard to tell," Corbett' said. "I would 
like to think that we would beat 
Fullerton but it will not be an easy 
game. Santa Barbara 
is our last shot at 
a Top 20 team. If we beat them, our 
record




"We can't get into any playoffs 
until we're over .500." 
If the Spartans do 
not receive a bid, 
it will break a streak of nine straight 



















Santa  Clara St 
Between
 7th & 
8th Sts. 
1Block





















 IS AT LEAST 
20% 






DISCOUNTED  ITEMS 
CASH, 




























































































































St.  San Jose 294-3240 
IlkIJ 
DITI ON S 
Kings Productions, the world's #1 producer of entertainment, is holding 
auditions for the 
1992  season at GREAT AMERICA, Santa Clara, 
California A variety of positions 
are  available and a travel fee will be 
paid  to employees who must travel more than 250 
miles  to the park 
SAN JOSE, CA  
Sunday, December 1 
San Jose Civic
 light Opera Rehearsal Hall, 1717 Technology Drive 
1-3 p.m.
 Singers, Specialty 
Acts  
3-4 p.m. Dancers, Instrumentalists 
3-5 p.m. Technicians 
1 
CONCORD, CA  Friday, December 6 
Citiarts Center, 1975 Diamond Blvd.
 
5-7 p.m. 








SAN FRANCISCO, CA  Sunday, December 8 
San Francisco Airport 
Conference  Center 









p.m.  Dancers, Instrumentalists 
For additional
 information coil 
Groot Arnencn Audition 
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 (AP) - Outraged 
citizens blockaded City Hall on 
Wednesday, 
demanding the
 removal of a rail line used by 
a runaway freight that plowed
 through the 
town, killing 32 people. 
"People have 
been  detnanding the removal 
of the tracks for 40 years and nobody did any-
thing," said one protester,
 15 -year -old FavieUa 
Castillo.
 
Huge railway cranes shifted the tangled 
cars Wednesday and rescuers with dogs 




force of Tuesday's derailment










Constancio  Moises 
Martinez 
Hernandez,  told 
investigators
 the 
brakes failed on a 
downhill about 12 
miles 
outside







 five cars, 
then  
jumped off 
the hurtling train about
 nine miles 





 the train, abandon
 the train," 
Martinez said in a 
statement.  
The 




50 mph and 100 
mph  when it 
derailed on a  
slight  curve, 
authorities
 said. 
The engine and 
14 cars smashed into 
auto-
mobiles
 waiting at a busy 
highway intersec-
tion on the northern
 edge of Tchuacan. 
The  
freight
 cars also badly 
damaged  five build-
ings, including
 a discotheque and a restaurant
 
Officials  said 32 
people  died in the 
acci-
dent, one of the worst




TODAY  - High 
clouds clear 
out,
 sunny for 




 fog burns off 
sunny, highs 
in
 upper 60s. 
tragedies. 
Hospital officials
 said at least
 41 
people
 were treated for
 injunes. 
The governor of 
Puebla state, Mariano
 
Pina Olaya, and the
 head of the aging
 national 
railway  system arrived
 at City Hall and 
met  
with
 local officials. The crowd
 booed Olaya 
when he appeared 
on a balcony and refused 
to 
promise the tracks 




 laid before 
the  1910 
revolution, 
Tchuacan




 The city has since grown 
to more than 
200,000,  surrounding the 
tracks
 
as it expanded. 
Jose
 Humberto Mosconi
 Castillo, head of 
the  national railway system, said the grade 
was steep, the train 
was overloaded and it was 
going too fast. 
"We don't know  if it was a technical prob-
lem or human error. But it's a fact the track 
was very treacherous
 and the tram was 
very 
heavy," he
 told reporters. 
The mid -day accident spared a kinder-
garten and primary school only
 10 yards from 




sending  loaded freight cars tum-
bling  on their sides. 
Despite 
rebel  truce, 
fighting continues 
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) - 
The army
 on Wednesday accused leftist 
rebels of violating their unilateral truce and 
reported fierce combat in the
 north in which it 
said
 11 guerrillas were killed. 
The insurgents said they intended to stick 
to their pledge
 not to carry out offensive oper-
ations. They blamed
 the fighting on army 
provocations and said rebels troops
 had 
fought back 
to defend themselves. 
Military  leaders have said they do not feel 
compelled to 
curtail
 army activities in 
response  to the 
rebel halt in 
offensive  opera-
tions, 





committee  said 11 
rebels





 in the northern











government  also 
claimed  rebel 
"harassment"  of army 




 of La Paz, and 
just  north of San 
Salvador,
 
the  capital. There 





 demonstrate that the 
terror-
ist 
groups of the 





ders,"  said the 
armed  forces 
communique.  
In a broadcast 
on
 its clandestine 
radio sta-
tion,






FMLN,  said its 
forces 
battled 




in the central 



























Lebanon  (AP) - A 
girl
 was killed 
and  five people were 
wounded  Wednesday 
when  a patrol blew 
up









 Army said 
SLA  militiamen 
carried out the attack 
and claimed the houses
 
belonged to guerrillas
 of the Hezbollah, a 
Shiite  Muslim group. 
The  incident touched off an 
uproar  among 
the 
1.2 million Shiite 
Muslims
 who make up 
the largest sect in 
Lebanon.
 Nabih Bern, a 
state  minister without portfolio who 
com-
mands the 
pro-Synan  Shute Amal militia, 
called for a general strike in south Lebanon 
on
 Thursday to 
protest_ 
As the women and children approached 
their
 adjacent houses, the houses "blew up, 
killing a 10 -year
-old girl and 
wounding  the 
other five," he said. 
NEWS QUIZ 
Five correct -- Gets role in 
sequel to "Home 
Alone."
 Three 
to four - 
Wins appearance on 
"Parker 
Lewis." One to two - 
Awarded 60 -second spot on 
30-
second dog food commercial. 
O What was
 fired at a UPD officer 
outside
 Joe West Hall on Monday 
morning?
 
e What was set ablaze
 may Sunday, 
only to be 
followed  by another similar 
incident 42 minutes later? 
e What may California's budget 
shortfall  reach by the year 2000? 
0 
What  was distributed in the 
Health  
Center foyer on 
Wednesday  and why? 
What
 will be missing from movie 
theaters this holiday season for





ANSWERS: I) A bottle rocket. 2) Flyers on 
telephone poles on San Carlos Street. 3)
 
The 
budget gap has potential to 
reach
 
$2 billion by 
2000 
4) Up to 200 kits for quitting
 smokinj u 
part of lhe Great Amencan Smokeout. 5) A 
new lames Bond adventure. 
Edited b Corey Trestdde
 
Spartan Daily










 coverage for 
students 
thru Blue Cross of 
California  
Rates  
as low as $20 



















 ()face or 
Ca1k8006553225.  
DANCE AUDITION







 call 510 
65943592 
18 TRACK 
RECORDING  STUDIO 
Only  15 min from
 STSU. we are
 
offering lower
 rates for SJSU
 stu-
dents 






256  track 
miciLrecord
 





REMEMBER WHEN sex was safe 





Bay Area Skydiving 510 
6347575  




Serve with Citylearn 
Ministries  





flexible  Elernie Ashby 
14081
 998-4770 
WANTED:  BED/LOFT 
Call (408) 
4350220  Ext. 2241 
Need bed/loft 
frame  
CASH FOR COLLEGE. Scholarship 
Quest has over 300,000 sources of 
available
 college cash Our person-
allied Financial Planning 
Report 
finds 
the hidden scholarship 
sources for you Call for a 
free  copy 
of '10 Ways To Stretch Your Schol. 
arship Chances
 408 7318226 
MAKE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT 
In 
the 





TO GRADUATE SCHOOL? 
The 
Princeton  Review seeks Pre 
Law, Pre -Business
 and other 
prospective  graduate students
 
interested in faking a FREE ISM. 
GMAT
 Or 

















dolpholus etc I on 
hand
 now,  
Spe-
cial money 













































































































































































Vow  as $435. 
Apollo can 
build  a computer
 to 
meet your 
specific  needs! We 
also 
help














 RAM SVGA 





hard  disk SVGA 
video card 
w/lmeg 
230W PS case 101. 
key-
board  software 
$1800 
386/16MHZ 2 
mpg  RAM VGA moo
 
Ito, 1 2 sae 1.44 
drive  400reg 
hard 
disk 
VGA video card 
w/512156  200 
W PS 
case 101 keyboard
 $950 We 
guarantee the best 
price In town 
Prices subject to change w/o 
notice.














and legal. Money back 
guarantee 
Better than 
tear gas! - 288-6818 
GREEK 
ALPHA PHI 
Your Phi Den 
abductors
 
we watching you 
Can't wait 2 Cli in chains 
A 0 PI 
ABDUCTEES,  PHI DELTS 
can't  wait to 




DEUVERY PERSON NEEDED 
The SPARTAN DAILY has a positiiii) 
available for the Spring semester 
Hours: 7.30-9:00 a m 
Days: Monday - Friday 
Pay. 
$1000 a day. 
Please 
apply  in person 
at 
the 
Spartan Daily business office, or 
call Kathy at 9243277 
for 
info 
DON'T GET A CLERICAL 
1051 
WOMEN & men, try VALET PARKING
 
F/PT, must drive stick shirt, 

































 4/6 7307 
Mont -Bell Company Ltd 
PLATOON
 
Saies/Managernent  Trainee 
National Marketing Co seeks 5 
motivated 
Individuals  who desire 
serious
 play money. 







part time jobs available 
due 
to company growth and rapid 
expansion Fantle hours No expe 
Hence needed 
On the job training
 
Call







 MOMENT In 
the 




and  personal attester 




















resume  to 
Oldies  







































































 Mime and full -lime 
positions  
available 
Must be able to work 
weekends!!!  Music knowledge
 a 
plus. Please. other than 'Alterna 
five music' is a major plus Apply 
at Los Gatos location: 395.3494 
or Cupertino 
location.






care in S 
1,
 home for 6 rno infant
 3 









central YMCA is looking for 
entnusi-














rep. team in 
San Jose area 
Part 







 service pasta restaurant
 
Welling





 & kitchen per 
sonnet  Call Pasta 
Mia  -7305782 
N. 1st/Trimble 

























 Great benefits. 
Call  
805 
682.7555 Fit P-331(1 
START $7 - 
8.00 PER HOUR 
Day. 
























3212 Scott Blvd. Santa
 Clara 
(bet* Sari Tomas Fry / 
Olcott) 
COMPUTER 
RETAIL SALES - 
Want 




 & get paid 
for 
it too? Then you will 
be
 glad to know 
that 
















Candidates Must he hens, 
Mac
 et. 






 a 1-I customer
 sup 
port  Cover letter




 2800 W. 
Bavshore Rri . Pato 
Aito.  ea 94303
 













energetic candidates for a corpo 
rate communications
 internship In 














 of employee 
comrnunira
 








 Stockford and 





 for mote informa 
Um 





 ConstItut Oil 







agency  seek 
ing M / F for fashion, print and T V 
















;raja%  Or any 
graduating





 In a 
full
 
time or part time account 
executive  position open 
RECIPE. OR CHILD DEV/ED 
MAJORS! Small
 Markt Schools Is 
hiring 




preschool  (6-12 units ICI 
preferred) arid 1? school-age 
(Rec/PE
 





 runtime and part 
time positions
 flemeblo hours 
available Our centers are open 




















cable  IV, Security 
Gates. 




508 S. llth St. Call 
Dan 
295-5256  or 
Steve 










1100  sq pry 
entry.  2 
car enclosed parking. $1000.mo 
415 552.7669 ' 
ROYALE
 APTS. 
2 bd /IDa 
starting 
at 
$725  me. 
Free 
basic cable TV 
Modern  awe 
ances. Walk to 
SJSU $100 
off  1st 
months  rent 
381  E William 
at 9th 
Traci 

















WANTED.  Rent 
$21250 
2 bed / 2 bath  
share 
room. 

























 1 taock 
from 
campus  Free 
cable,  water, garb
 





























 Michael  
496-8189
 




 & art, 
with
 AIlS. 
DW,  AC. 










 monthly perking only 
Quiet,
 nice for 
staff  
1 block from campus
 




BORN / 2 BATH APT. 









 security bldg , 
Cable 
TV






























S.J.  CA 95161 
2112 









 for appt 



















REPOSSESSED  & IRS Foreclosed 






 You re... 
Also
 S&L 
bailout properties. Cr 
805 
682.7555  Ext, 
H-1513
 








remove  your 
unwanted
 heir. Back. Chest, Lip, 
Bikini,
 Chin. 
































































 Discount  prices 
Call 
294-0479,  ask for Jorn 
after 8p.m 
for info 

















Trish at 408 
379-3500  
Halr Today Gone Tomorrow 









































MONTH  No 
deposit. 
instalation  or deposit 
costs 
Private
 and secure. 
Simple
 
rouse. Call 408 
4230589
 for Info. 
TRAVEL
 
FREE TRAVEL  Air 
couriers  and 
CruiSeSnipS Students also 
needed 
Christmas,  Spring




















































Valley,  and 
Marysvne ! Oroviile
 
/ Chico / Red 










 to Sacramento- 
$23.






most  days 3 
daily departures also 
available
 from 
San lose to 
Fresno  / 
Hanford
 
















 EurOpe,  U S T 
Make
 your Christmas plans now
 



















All formats irkiircing SPA 
Quick 
return  



















 perfect 5.1. Cassette 
transcription  Spell check 
Near  




processing.  Term 
papers, 
resumes,
















 FONTS and 
GRAPHICS 
AVAILABLE  on HP 
Laser-


















TWO BLOCKS FROM 
CAMPUS 
next










tape's. letters,  
flyers,  reSuMeS,












 the typing!. 






days - (eves & 
weekends  by appt.) 











































TYPED  PAPER 
gets the 
nest  grade 
Good spelling and grammar 
also help 
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 5 1/4 disk 
WP 
5 0/5
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Ante Blva 
12 



















































ADVERTISING  THAT 
WORKS!  






















































$900 $10 00 
$900
 $10
 00 $11 00 
$100051100 $1200 









15-19  Imes- 
$11000
 







SEND CHECK OR MONEY
 ORDER TO: 
SPARTAN 
DAILY  CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose State 
University  
San Jose, California  
951924149  
Classified desk 






 Consecutive publicanons dates 
only  No refunds 
on 




















































































9 o0 PM 
<GO
 GO PIZZA A GO GO PIZZA A CO CO PIZZA 
IIIVERYil I 
_
C I O% 
















 F11 -SAT 
i 2. pirta 
4t 
0 






















 Sizes from 20 to 









 Open 7 days per week 
Office
 Hours 
9 am to 6pm
 Mon -Sat 




 to 8 pm Mon
-Sat  


















 & Coe 
























classroom  expenence, includmg 
labs,  athletics, music and 
dance, theater arts 
and  media. 
"Personally, I 
feel
 the priorities of Associated 
Students 
should be 
service -oriented, in terms of delivering 
services 
to students, and not 
programming in terms of 
instrucuonal-
ly 
related  activities, which is 
what
 IRA is for," Fleischnian 
said. 
Ken Blase, 
chairman  of the 




 said, "You've gone to 
students  
four times now and asked 
them,  'Do you want to fund these 
things?' And the  
students




 a vote 
and 
asked,
 'Do you 
want  to hay less firs 
and not fund these (groups)?' 
"Now you come
 hack last year, without 
mentioning  A.S. 
funding, implying that this 
money  will be added on to what 
we are
 already doing.... I think the





Lenox, an art major who also
 works for the art 
department galleries,
 said, "when I, as a 
student,  voted for 
that
 (IRA)
 increase, I 
expected  that much more. I 
expected
 
all of that money ... to go 




reassured the group that 
programs
 
which  have 
been funded
 in 
the  past will 
still  be 
funded. The A.S. board 
of directors
 has passed a resolution to 
go before the IRA 
committee on 
Dec.  4 to agree on 
what  will switch 
over from AS. funding to 
solely IRA
 programs
Blair Whitney, past 
AS. director of community
 affairs 
said he questions IRA's 
commitment  to take up the 
slack
 
for the AS. cuts. 
"Can 
you get a binding agreement 
guaranteeing  us that 
we 
will  get this 
(additional)  money from IRA?" he asked 
Launder.  "I'm not in the 






question  of an
 advisory vote or a 
student
 survey before 
action  is taken by the 
AS. 





 doing a mail -home stu-
dent
 survey and said he would
 bring it before the A.S. 
board. 
"The goal of a survey would be to determine
 
the 
priorities of the 
students
 and then implement 
them," he 
added. 
Launder said that although a survey 
may  be a good way 





 Tony Marek  
contributed
 to this report. 
.1..S.'s 
II?  I 
propmal  
The A.S. board of 
directors  has 
passed a 





committee  on 




A.S. funds with 
IRA  
funds for 
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ing mid pep bands 
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Now's  the right 
time to buy an 
Apple' 
Macintosh' 
computer  system. 
Because  right now 
you 
can  save big on Apple's most
 popular com-




 to help you achieve your 
best,  








 more, you may 
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The old Aloha skating rink 
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/ Indian America Week 






storytelling  by Enrique  
Dominguez and June 
LeGrand.  







American  Indian music.Then at 




 Indigenous Art 
Show and 
Auction  presents local 
Indian 






 Contest  








Engineering Students presents a singing contest. 
/ Volleyball
  





1 Movie Casting  
Casting 
directors of 'Born on the 
Fourth of 
July," "Wall 






looking  for young, Vietnamese, nonprofessionals to be 
in a feature film. Saturday.  Nov. 
23 from 11 a.m.-7p.m.,
 and Sunday,
 Nov. 24 from 10 a.m.-3 p.m., at the 
Morris  Daily Auditorium.
 No 
acting experience necessary, bring




 SJSU Vietnamese Student
 Association 237-5986. 
1 Boy George 
 Tonight at The Edge, 
opening 
with a local San Francisco band, 
"Gravity" Doors
 open at 8 p.m.. show starts 
at 9 p.m. 
Tickets are 
$15 in advance, $17 at 
the door. 
1 Cactus 
 Disco Inferno tonight, dance 
to the 
hits from the '70s.
 Get in 
the  groove 
and boogie down to 
dejay  King Raffi's mix, 
no cover 








 25, The Rippingtons featuring 
Russ
 
Freeman.  Dec. 2 Chick Corea 
Elektric  Band 
plus 
comedy  Thursday-Saturday at 675 Can-
nery 




 Mac's Tea 
Room,  325 
Main  
St... Los Altos, Friday  and Saturday: Roger 












  opening  
this 


























San Jose State 
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 by the 
soothing sound
 coming from the 
flute  that Pony Vigil played. 
Others bowed 
their  hearts 
Vigil,  a American 
Indian  flutist, 
played before a 
mixed crowd of 
about 100 on Wednesday afternoon 
at the Student Union Amphitheater. 
Grayness complements 




 the mystical 
music, and Vigil welcomed the 
"grandfather clouds
 for coming in 
and creating a perfect atmosphere." 
"We are here to recognize our 
ancestors'
 Vigil said, who
 wore
 a 
colorful headband splashed with 
fuchsia and turquoise and a similar-
ly decorated top. 
'That's why I do this  to sup-
port my grandparents




 swayed his body as his fin-
gers  danced upon the wooden 
instrument  he was 
a one-man 
concert displaying 
a mixture of 
authentic American Indian 
melodies. 
Referring to his flutes 
as 
"friends," Vigil 
played  a sons on his 
"love flute" and 
dedicated  it to all 
women saying 
that "they are 
the
 
reason  we are all here." 
Students seemed
 drawn  to the 
serene sound 
that Vigil created. 
Many
 




 by the 
music. 
"You don't hear this type of 
music 
anymore," said Reggie 
Nolasco, an SJSU student. 
Music stands out 







the students to "give 
into the goodness of the
 day and 
remember
 that we are all a family of 
people." 
"It's nice to just listen to the 
music and see where it takes you," 
said Kay Thom, an SJSU librarian 
who
 listened to the entire hour-long 
concert. 
Vigil, 
who is originally from 
Colorado, said he has been
 playing 











express the elements of life 










and is one pan of a series of 
American  Indian 
activitius
 that are 
occurring  this week.
 
Lynn Benson Daily staff photograph( 
Pony Vigil, a l)ineh Novajo, plays the Indian Love Flute dur-
ing his noon concert at the Student Union Amphitheatre 
Spielberg's 
latest
 debuting as 
underdog
 
WS ANGELES (AP) 
 Meet 
Steven Spielberg, underdog. 
Any other week, any 
other year, 
the producer-director commands the 
Hollywood stage. But for one
 of the 
first times 
in his amazing career, 
Spielberg and his new animated
 
film, "An American Tail: Fievel 
Goes West," will debut in another 
movie's 
huge shadow. 




magazine  pages have over-
flowed recently with 
accounts  of the 





(7o.'s "Beauty and the Beast" that's 
attracting 
all the praise. 






 Yet the 
notices for "Beauty and the Beast" 
have been so 
gushing it looks 
like 
every  criuc 
landed 
on Disney's pay -
The
 film already 




 one theater 





ty and the Beast" may 
go on to 
become the first
 animated film to 
gross sl(t) 
million.  
So what does Spielberg
 think of 
his sudden stepchild? 
He
 loves it all 
the more. Indeed, Spielberg, whose 
company developed the new box-
office hit "Cape 
Fear," says there's 
plenty of 
nun for both pictures. 
"It's certainly been proven that 
there's enough of a 
family audience 
out there 
to sec two animated  films 
opening on the same day," Spielberg 
said, noting that his 1-he Land 
Before Time" and Disney's "Oliver 
and Co." 
premiered
 the same day in 




"If a movie doesn't perform it's 
not because 
another movie opened 
opposite it. It's very simply because 
the 
audience  found 
fault  with it," he 
said 
The
 Fievel sequel, directed by 
Phil Nibbelink and Simon Wells,
 
features  the voices of John Cleese as 
the evil Cat. R. Ward, Dom DeLuise
 
again as the 
feline  Tiger and Amy 
Irving 
(Spielberg's
 ex-wife) as 
Tiger's girlfriend, Miss Kiay. John
 
Lovitz of "Saturday Night Live" 
supplies the 
voice  of the tarantula 
T.R. 
Chula.  The film was 
written  by 
Flint Dille, story by 
Charles  Swcn-
515, 
"Comparing 'Beauty and the 
Beast' to 'Fievel Goes West' is like 
comparing a love story 
to a West-
ern," said Spielberg. 
"Basically, 
the  only things these 
two films have in common is they 
are
 exquisitely animated. At that 






 two different genres, 
two different concepts, two different 
stones and, I actually think, (appk.al  
to) different audiences." 
"Fievel
 
Goes West" is a sequel to 
1986's "An American 
Tail."
 It wa.s 
that first  film about the immigrant 
Mousekewitz family, along with 
"The Land Before Time," "Oliver 
and Co." and I989's "The Little 
Mermaid," that revitalized the 







& Sororities meet! 
No drugs or fighting! 
69 E. San Fernando 
(corner of 
2nd)  




Thursday,  Nov. 21 


















Mother  Olson's Inn, 
72 N. 













 7 p.m.: 
Indigenous
 
Art Show and Auction
 
 presentations from 
local Indian
 artists 








































TIRED of the 
RELATIVES? 
OPEN AT 7:00PM 






























 of the 
Week 
The  evening class




School  made a 
field  trip to 
lxibe









skate. The class is shown







































































which  is 
about a 
third  of a 
football  field. 
It is an 
old  roller 
palace







 the name 
Aloha  
Roller 
Palace  for nearly
 14 turbulent 
years.
 
When the rink 
opened in the late 
'70s, 
roller skating was at its 
peak. 
Disco was 
in and skating was
 very 
much  part of this scene.
 But as the 
glamour
 of the Bee Gees, butterfly 
collars and strobe





 leaving the rink to rely 
mainly on the diehards. 
"Business has been stagnate for 
about the last five years," 
Bryant  
said, "but now there's a resurgence." 
This resurgence is stimulated by 
two major 




Roller blades, modernized roller 
skates capable of higher speeds than 






 dance music similar to 
disco, is an evolving musical trend 
that appeals to many 
skaters.  
The owners took 
notice of these 
trends and decided to take advan-
tage of them. They 
began  to wel-
come 
roller
 bladers and designating 




 to ponder the 
idea of 
scheduling  a disco night. 
The 
final part of this plan 
went  
into 
effect this past 
summer as they 
decided to 
give  the rink a 
face-lift  
and 
a new name. 
They  first 
hired  SJSU 
advertising  
major 









 of the rink.
 His initial









 and he 
didn't
 
have  to 
look far 
for  inspiration. 
Bryant sug-
gested
 roxy's,  












next step was to redo the 
building's
 interior and 
Bryant  






 task. Senior 
Steve 
Locke







took care of the technical aspects of 
production. 
Their main job was to rid the 
rink of its tired Hawaiian theme and 
welcoming a new look into the 90s. 
The success of this transition relied 
on repainting
 a mural which
 
stood  
93 -feet -wide by 12




-looking  Hawaiian  
scene,which
 included a 
beach and 









green swooshes and orange trian-
gles.on a white background. A spe-
cial neon 
paint was used so it will 
standout when the lights shine upon 
iL 
"I think people will 
be very hap-
py 
with  it," Locke 
said. 
He and Fennell also carried this
 
theme to the rows of lockers. Gone 
is the drab orange -colored property 
containers, replaced by an appealing 
























































"FIST is a 
visually
 powerful film, 
the 
wildest 
cinema  to 








Ago Sf WEEKLY 
WARNING:  
This  Animated Film 
Contains Scones
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Ily Michael Miinaghan 
Lkuly stall. 
writer 
No one can escape feeling pain 
in their lives, but it is not
 many of us 
who can turn that pain into 
advan-
tage. SJSU professor and author 
Gabriele 
Rico is one of 
those  
few, as 



















people who are 
coping with 
grief, illness or 
depression,  yet have 
no 
way to release these feelings (at 
least in a positive way, anyway). 
Writing about pained
 experiences is 
the key to dealing
 with them, 
according to Rico, 
so
 "the reader 
hi -Tomes 
an active participant (by) 
confronting feelings," she said. 
Rico herself writes 
in the book s 
introduction, "When I 
was 7
-years -
old, my mother died 
in a bombing 
raid three 
weeks  before the end of 
World 
War H. It left our family 
vul-
nerable,
 confused, afraid and in 
great
 pain. 1 felt fragile as 
glass  and 
I 
pictured  a long, jagged crack 
across my mall
 heart." By examin-
ing the 
pain
 from a rational point  
of
 














Recall  to 
mind an 
English 

































 as her 
doctoral  
thesis  for 
Stanford
 University
 in the early
 '70s 
and later 




 Way." It was
 
destined  to become

















according  to 
her,  
expresses  one's 
relationship  with 
his  
or her 












8 p.m. The 




 Literary Arts 
and 
is free 
of charge. For 
more information,
 call 




switches to TV 
LOS ANGELES (AP)  
Mariel Hemingway




 her age. 




 a successful Manhattan 





The Wednesday night  show 
train Steven Bochco Productions, 
which brought you "LA Law," 
is 
the 30-year -old actress' first  televi-






 helps me to change my 
image and get 
out  there as an 
adult," 
she  said. "1 think many 
people,
 particularly producers 
and 
directors,
 had put me in a time 
warp and 
thought  of me only as 
the
 girl in 'Manhattan' or 'Person-
al Best' or 
'Star  80.' 
"I've 
done a lot since then ... 
but I don't think the message got 
out  plus, 1 took a lot of 
time  out 
to have children. 
What  better 
opportunity to let
 people know 
I've 
grown  up 
than




 also stars Peter 














NEW YORK (AP)  In 1945, 
France was emerging from the Ger-
man occupation, and the poet lean 
Cocteau was determined to help 
restore his country's identity. 
"Five years of hate, fear, a wak-
ing nightmare," he wrote in his 





 spattered and 
smeared with it to our very souls.... 
In spite of all difficulties,
 we
 must 






Cocteau had started to make a 
film, "Beauty
 and the Beast," the 
timeless story about love and 
redemption. Cocteau wrote and 
directed, and in the prologue urged 
his audience to join him in this fan-
tasy, now an animaaxi feature from 
Walt Disney 
Pictures.  
"Children believe what we 
tell 
them," hc wrote. "They believe a 
rose 
plucked  from a garden can 
bring
 drama














beast will be 
ashamed 
when confronted by a young girl. 
"I ask of 
you a little 
childlike  
simplicity,
 and to bring
 me 
luck,  let 
me speak ... childhood's open 
sesame, 'Once upon a time ...'" 
The basic idea 




girl  in 
love
 with an 
animal or a deformed man, goes 
back at least 
as
 far as ancient Greece 
and can he found in 
folk
 talcs in vir-
tually 
every  culture. 
There
 is an Eskimo story 



















man.  In 
Greek mythology, Venus, the god-
dess of Love and Beauty, marries
 
Vulcan,
 the lame and 
ugly
 god of 
the forge. 




written  in 
1757 by Marie Leprince 
de Beau-
mont. She was a 
governess in Eng-
land for the children of the Prince of 
Wales and the author of many chil-
dren's books. "Beauty and the 
Beast" first appeared in a magazine 
she published. 
Like





was a merchant's daughter who 
came from a 
large  family. Like the 
elder sisters, dc Beaumont had an 
unhappy marriage. It produced one 
daughter, and the author
 later 
observed that having more children 
by 
her husband might have pro-
duced 






 a time there was a 
very rich merchant who had six 
children,  three boys and three 
girls,"  
her 
story  begins. "His 
daughters
 
were also very 
beautiful,
 but the 




 and when she was a 
fink 
girl rm one called
 her anything but 
Beauty ..." 
In de 
Beaumont's  version, Beau-
ty gets 
up at four every 
morning  and 
cleans the  house
 and prepares the 
meals. In her spare 
time,  she reads, 
plays  the 
harpsichord
 or sings at 
the 
spinning 
wheel.  Many men 
long to 
marry 









She meets Beast by 
accident. 
tier 
father  stumbles 
upon  his castle 
and is caught
 stealing
 a rose for his 
youngest daughter. Beast condemns 
him to death, but Beauty
 offers to be 
a replacement, resigning
 herself to a 
lifetime  of isolation. 
At first horrified by Beast's 
appearance, she grows fond of him. 
She soon confesses to him, "I find 
you very 
kind," and eventually tells 
him: "I am content in your house. 
Now that I think of it, 
you no longer 
seem to me so ugly." 
Through a magic
 mirror, Beauty 
learns her 




riage, she rushes home, promising
 
to return in eight days. 
Beast wady dies from grief, but 
Beauty realizes the value of 
his 
character while she's away and 
upon seeing him again 
agrees
 to be 
his wife. As soon 
as she tells him 
this, Beast is transformed into a 
handsome prince. 
Pans of "Beauty and the
 Beast' 
can be  found in other stories of the 
time. There were ghost talcs from 
Fmgland, where noble families were 
known to hide away
 a deformed 
child in fear of losing public
 esteem. 
Other influences may have included 
"Snow White," which had a magic 
mirror, 





 evil sisters. (Early iii 
Cocteau's diary of the making his 





"Beauty and the Beast" was per-
formed on stage throughout the 19th 
century
 and the 
first  film version 
dates back to 1908. Movies were 
then made in 1912, 1916 and 
1936.  
But 
Cocteau's  haunting, surreal pro-
duction is still 
the most famous. 
"That
 was a sort of difficult deci-




version of the film so far," 
said Gary Trou.stiale, who co-direct-
ed the Disney 
film
 with Kirk Wise. 
"I decided 
not. I ... wanted
 a clear 
head and did not want
 to be guilty 
of subconsciously 
stealing from it." 
See BEAUTY, 











All  Night 
$1.50 
Well Drinks 
until  Midnight 
175 N. San Pedro 
298
-WAVE  





































Daily  staff wntrr 
John Santos and The Machete 
Ensemble marked their first 
Bay 
Area performance 
for the year Tues-
day night
 and SJSU's Latin Jazz 
Ensemble 




 Concert Hall was close 
to 
full  with parents, students and 
jazz lovers








 its third year of 
existence, SJSU's Latin Jazz 
Ensemble performed
 some jazz 
pieces new and old. A Dizzy GiIle-
Above:  Associate professor
 Daniel Sabanovich leads
 
the San
 Jose State Latin Jazz 




 in the Music Building
 Concert Hall 
Tuesday night. Right: 
James  Kitagawa strains for 
a 
note
 during a solo on the alto 
sax.  Bottom: Ryan All-
shouse 
concentrates  while playing the bongos. 
Photos by George Ortiz 
spie tune, 
"A Night in Tunisia," was 
even familiar to a jazz novice such 
as myself. The 15 member group 
projected to the back of the theater 





individual  solos were not as 
distinct as they could have 
been. It 
was sometimes 
difficult to hear the 
solos,
 especially the flute. 
The Machete was not the
 full 
ensemble however,
 they were minus 
the full five
-piece horn section but 




 to the lack of group 
mem-
bers, they 
all  pitched in and 
picked 
up the slack playing 
as
 many parts 
as possible. 
Up 
until now the 
group  had been 
working on 
projects  and performing 
only a 
few times out of state.
 
It seemed
 more like a jam 
ses-
sion
 rather than a 
concert. At one 
point in the 
show  Santos 
asked  if the 
acoustics were alright. 
They 
played a 
selection  of 





















wooden,  bell bottom vases, with 
wooden beads strung
 around the 











 the group as 
a guest drum -
n ier






began  with a solo by 





to watch as it 
























notes  which 
made 
the 




Among  all the 























































  the Titanic 
Love 










 but it 













The group's vocals 
arc a bit 
raspy on the 
album's  rust side, 
and 
wisely the
 group focuses 
its strength 
on the guitar tunes
 of Jay Bennett
 
and Ken 
Hartz  to carry 
it through. 




Past" and "Planet 
Strange," arc the 
best 
examples,  as they arc 
almost 
addictive














promises  an 
honest  approach 
to a genre 




Titanic Love Affair 
being 
squeezed  out of existence by 
mega -popular heavy metal acts like 
Guns N' Roses on one 
side,  and 
pop -oriented entertainers such as 
Paula Abdul on the other. What they 
lack in true professionalism they 
compensate  for in spirit and ambi-
tion.  
The
 second  side 
sounds  much 
like the first:  decent
 guitar sound 
(on "Breakin' Down the 
Walls")  
leveling off to a predictable status 
quo. (Again,
 vocals are lacking.) 
This isn't necessarily a 
criticism, 
however. 
TLA's sound has definite 
"garage
-band,"
 appeal to it, but 
singing lessons sure help. 
Publicity  photo 
Jay Bennett, who sings on most 
of the songs as well as playing
 gui-
tar,  was in a country -music hand 
prior to joining TLA, and this is evi-
dent on the most of the 
album. 
Overall, not a bad 




 With Passion" 
is




Webster,  means "tan or light-
ly colored horse")
 fifth album to 
date. 
The Golden Palominos (also on 
Charisma 
Records










Spence Stephens said that the 
members 
of the visiting University 
of California 
at
 Berkeley dance 
company were nervous in their two-
hour, five -piece 







was full of 




group performed as part of a 
dance 
exchange












perform  at 
UC-Berkeley  on 
Friday.  
Stephens,












 "There were 
many  
buffs," he said, 
referring  to 
mistakes
 by the dancers
 in the show. 
Stephens
 and the other 



































 when the 
auch-
MCC  







































 as well as external
 strength. 
Mamie Thomas represented UC-
Berkeley's dance company. 
She 
introduced each of the 
dances and gave 
a short theme 
description.







 other work is 
being  
done by their 
peers.  
The first dance
 was called "In a 
While," which 




they get time 
off." 
The dancers 
were dressed in 
tuxedo 
tops
 with black 
tights and 
did  a lot of 
running
 around and 
jumping.
 It wasn't 







"After  Dusk," 
was about
 a serious 








 with each 




dependence  on 
drugs. She 






 was right: 
the dancers 
start 


































 on the 
perimeters












ple  don't 
like to sec,
 but it 









"After Dusk" ended like the 
movie "Night of the Living Dead," 
and all the dancers crawled 
zombie -
like upon a single dancer until they 
ended up in the original position. 
"This seemed more like a dra-
matic kind of dance," SJSU student 
Gary Mueman said after the perfor-
mance.  Mueman
 was comparing the 
style to that of 
his  mother's which as 
more on the technical side. He is a 
senior in advertising and was there 
to help out with the scenery as part 
of his theater 
:twee  iation class. 
Stephens said it wasn't too hard 
to be 
focussed and emotional while 
dancing. He said the dancers have 
been told not to act and to let the 
"physicality 01 the movement bring 
it out." 
But the dances were very aerobic 
as well as dramatic. Because the 
stage
 was small, in a very informal 
setting with the audience and the 
performers on ground level, deep 
breathing could be heard coming 
from the dancers. The audience 
could see the perspiration, the facial 
expressions and all the movements 
clearly.
 
Although none of the dancers 
have toured with the company out-
side




 performed by oth-
er dancers Man Berkeley in Europe. 
Thomas said that in Europe 
the 
Czechoslovakians
 loved them, but 
they
 "had a strange 
response  trims 
audiences
 in London." 
Amanda Kramer 
of
 the Golden Palominos
 
solicited the aid 
of such musical tal-
ents as R.E.M.'s 
Michael Stire, Bob 
Mould
 of Husker Dia, and
 Richard 
Thompson
 to create a 
mellow  col-
lection of songs 
that
 don't do much 
for the 
average listener's car, or his 
10 either. 
"Alive and
 Living Now" 
featur-
ing the tell -tale vocals
 by Michael 
Stipc, is reminiscent
 of an under -
budgeted  R.E.M. tune that 
didn't
 
make it to the album. 
The 
dreary
 music of this song, 
and indeed the many 
of
 the cuts on 
"Drunk 
With Passion," are 
only rec-
ommended for the 
very
 patient or 
moody
 listener. 
All others. beware. 
photo 
The ethereal voice
 of Palomino 
singer
 Amanda 
Kramer  is a 
wonder  
to listen to, 
however.  












 of the few 
songs where 
the 







 much in 
the




 a movie 
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spans born little Liertie's 
childhood  
in 1906 London through
 the peak 
ot 
her stardom in New York in 1940.
 
Throughout  the film, actual 
and 
recreated  newsreel footage are inter-
laced with color sequences, giving 
the sense of the movement of time 
as  Lawrence looks back on 
her  life 
and her rise 
to stardom. 
Andrews
 portrays the glam-
orously 
flamboyant and outspoken 
Lawrence  with 
mischievous  fun, a 
notable
 departure from the sweet -




 of Music" or the gleeful 
innocence
 of Mary Poppins. 
The 
role is more on 
the level of 
Andrews'

















musical  numbers are done 
in 
grand style with choreography by 
Michael  Kidd ("Guys
 and Dolls," 
"Seven Brides
 for Seven Brothers"). 
Earlier
 skits depicting Lawrence
 
as a 




From Page 5 
"It's one of the bestknown fairy 
tales," Wise added. "Like (producer) 
Don Hahn says, it's one of the
 last 
of the 
red-hot  fairy tales. It was 
inspiring and 
intimidating. We knew 
that we'd be held up to pretty 
intense scrutiny, especially since the 




Andrews  (as 
the 
sophisticated  
the queue waiting 




 out hot 
coffee  to new 
Broadway
 hit "Susan
 and God." 
with 
Lawrence 
consistently  arid 
pur-
posely out 












Lawrence with the 
Daffodil  Girls in 
a bad song and dance
















 with Lawrence 
as an 
established entertainer,
 numbers are 
reminiscent
 of the cool, beat
 style of 
"West
 Side Story," 




 "My Ship" fea-
tures 
Lawrence  as a lovelorn 
prosti-
tute in a 
Chinatown  brothel.
 
The entire movie 
is delightfully 
entertaining  and 
funny.  Though 
nearly 
three -hours long,
 the story 
never gets too 
cumbersome, the dia-
logue
 is always bouncy and light 
keeping  the puce fast and 
fun. Even 
the more 
serious  scenes never inter-





 by the film's
 cre-
ators, director








for their work 
together  
on "The 
Sound  of Music." 
Also 





Cocteau introduces is a 
handsome




Both in mood and in story line,
 suitor
 
named Avenant (French for 
lying Gaston, who longs to marry 
the films have little 
in




 made in black and The 
Disney  version, appears in No 
details of Beast's appearance 
white, has a 
Gothic  look that recalls 
sparkling
 color. There 
are
 songs by 
were given in dc Beaumont's
 story. 
old  horror films. It is more 
faithful  Howard Ashman and 
Alan  Menken,
 
He is simply a 
"hideous monster." 
to the book than the
 Disney film: the team 
that  composed the sound- 
Disney animators combined 
the  lea -
The father 
is also a merchant who 
track  for "The Little 
Mermaid,"
 and turcs of 
several
 animals. In 
loses his money; the
 villains are the plot 
has been altered. Belle is 
an
 Cocteau's version, he 
could pass for 
Belle's 
older sisters. One twist 
only child, her father an 
eccentric  the evil twin of the 

















The guests shared stories
 about 
the making of "Star!" and their 
delight that the film has been 
restored in 
its original form. The 
original release was a huge flop and 
two subsequent releases of short-





length  of the film and bad 
press for Andrews are the 
most  like-
ly 
reasons  the movie was not 
received well, 
according
 to the 
film's creators. 
Wise said the original 
production  
of "Star!" may appear on video if 
there is enough response
 and asked 
the
 audience to wnte to Fox Video 






SU N DAY 
NOV' 24TH 
PARTY 
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